The most popular sport in Samoa is that of pigeonchasing, which i3 entered into with the greatest keenness and zeal, and for the carrying out of which vast preparations are made. Open spaces in the woods are specially designed and kept for this sport, and are called the Tia. The expeditions often last a month, and dwelling-huts are run up;in these clear spaces for the accommodation of the chiefs. The winning sportsman is he who entraps the greatest number of wild pigeons, and this is effected in a curiously involved manner. Each chief is the possessor of a tame bird of that kind, the leg of which is attached by to a stick a long line of Btring. At the end of the stick, in front of this pigeon, and depending from it, is a net-bag, which opens in its upward passage. The chiefs simultaneously let their tame pets fly on high, when the wild prey are curiously attracted towards them, and getting entangled in the nets, are brought downwards in this manner. The birds thus lured are victims of sport alone, and are not destined for purposes of food, as a plentiful supply is carefully laid in for these expeditions, consisting of pigs, native fruits, bread fruit, &c.

